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On the day
Galloway delivered
Betsy to Ragtime
Aero hangar, the
steel-tube fuselage
and Waco wings by
John and Scott
Shue await the
skillful work of
Rick Atkins.

"I know that airplane. I flew it once when Curly
had it," says Phil Coulson, who was president of
the American WACO Oub for 20 years from its
founding in 1990. Havelaar, who had been a B-17
bombardier in World War II, bought the Waco
in 1957. (He died in 2010, at 86.) "His name was
Marion Havelaar and he was bald as a cue ball, so
they called him Curly," Coulson says. "That airplane has quite a history. It was a real departure
from the original F series."
That would be the INF, KNF, RNF, MNF, and
ENF, all built in 1930andinitiating Waco's maddening (to all but the most knowledgeable Waco

historians) system of three-letter designations,
which identify engine, wing style, and fuselage
type. They are maddening because in its quest for
perfection-and customers-the Waco Aircraft
Company (which started life in 1919 as the Weaver
Aircraft Company; hence, \'IC:aco) kept refining
its products and offered them in a vast array of
wing and body styles and with a buyer's choict
of engines. In the 1930s, there were 34 versions.
The F-2s were something else again: faster,
more nimble, with excellent short-field capability.
"They almost had a helicopter there," says Coulson.
"This thing would take off and land in no distance
at all." Around 1985, several years after Havelaar
and Betsy started making the rounds of antique
fly-ins, the F-2 became the Waco to own.
"My dad was one of the early guys to get into
the F-2s," says Scott Woods, who bought Betsy
from Havelaar and years later, sold the project to
Galloway, "and Curly was the godfather ofF-2s."
Woods and his brother visited Havelaar around
2006, with the idea of buying his stash of Waco
parts. "We were Waco drunk at the time," he says,
"and we put a deal together for everything he had,
including the prototype." Woods was hoping the
two could restore the airplane, but they couldn't
quite manage it. During the sale, he became friends
with Galloway and says now that he's very happy
about the honors Galloway has collected.
Three years earlier, Woods won the National
Aviation Heritage Antique trophy for his 1933
Waco UBF-2. "Bill Allen had his Stearman C3R
.. lntheWaco
factory in 1931 ,
the prototype
QCF-2 is built
just the way
Atkins will
restore it 88
years later: by
hand and with a
welding torch .
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Galloway, at the
controls in Betsy,
says he flies a lotthree or four times .
a week. Waco pilots
fly from the rear
cockpit ; passengers
sit in the front .
That's great for
passengers, but
makes it hard f or
pilots to see
when taxiing the
taildragger.

there, and we took off in formation. I took off
like a bat, and the Stearman had a much flatter
climb out, and Allen got on the radio and said
something like, 'That's no fair, man. Cut it out.
You're making me feel bad.'"
· With a Continental R-670, the engine it tested
in the 1930s and the type that was in the airplane
when Havelaar bought it, Galloway's restored
QCF-2 has retained its short-takeoff capability,
and, as Galloway, Coulson, and Woods, all say,
"It's a nice-flying airplane." Galloway hired Rick
Atkins of Ragtime Aero at Placerville Airport in
California to restore the airplane, and the two
worked together to make sure that Betsy would
stay Betsy.

WHEN CONTINENTAL TEST PILOT PAUL
WILCOX ANSWERED HAVELAAR'S
INQUIRY, HE ~ROTE, "AM SO HAPPY TO
LEARN THAT BETSY IS STILL ALIVE."

"Rick and I were really careful about keeping
it light," Galloway says. "Rick calls it 'death by
ounces.' You add a little here and you add a little
there, and the next thing you know, you have a
really heavy airplane. And they don't fly so well."
"This particularQCF-2," Galloway continues, "is
probably the lightest of the bunch in the F series.''
December 2019/January 2020

It was made from an RNF fuselage, according to
Atkins. "The RNF had less tubing than the other
Fs," he says. Wacos are built on a steel-tube skeleton: less tubing in the skeleton, less weight. As
for a strategy to keep the restored aircraft as light
as possible, Atkins says that's just what happens
when you try to keep it as close as possible to the
original 1930s airplane. "When you start adding
modem conveniences, like radios, the airplane
gets heavier," he says. Betsy has a radio.
When Galloway called him to get on his schedule for the restoration, Atkins knew just what
airplane he was talking about. As Atkins says,
"Everybody knows Betsy." Including the U.S.
Navy. During his decades of owning it, Havelaar
was extraordinarily diligent in researching the
airplane's history. He tracked down Continental
test pilot Paul Wilcox, who in 1931 delivered the
Waco and the Continental engine to the Navy
in Pensacola, Florida. When Wilcox answered
Havelaar's inquiry, he wrote, "Am so happy to
learn that Betsy is still alive and so well."
The Navy was considering the QCF-2 for use
on the airship USS Macon. The smaller Curtiss
Sparrowhawk got the job, but while Betsy was being
evaluated at Pensacola, Navy pilots flew it exactly
as hundreds of civilian guys flew their W acos in
the 1930s and '40s: to impress their girlfriends.
W acos are fine aerobatic airplanes, and on weekends, according to Wilcox, the Navy guys found it
hard to resist taking their wives and girlfriends on
joy rides with a few gentle rolls and loops.
Why Wilcox and the other Continental pilots
chose the name "Betsy" no one could say, so I asked
Scott Woods to imagine how they came up with
it. "I think it's just such a sweet-flying airplane,"
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old airplanes sometimes need slight adjustments
to make the wings square-some tightening or
loosening of the tension wires. Not this airplane.
That didn't surprise Chris Galloway.
"The people who did the work are just amazing/ he says. "And ! think I got really, really lucky
because my timing was just right. All these people
who are so good and talented wen~ available. n
Atkins was able to fit the project into his schedule
after the father-son team ofJohn and Scott Shue
hand-crafted the wings. The Shues are Waco wing
specialists in Emigsville, Pennsylvania, who have
won nine EAA awards for restorations.
"I boxed up the wings, shipped them out to
them, they called me a year later and said, 'They're
done,'n says Galloway. "I jumped on an airliner and
landed in Maryland, picked up a Penske truck, and
drove them all the way home."

f'

Top: A 1931
instrument panel
showing (top)
airspeed, heading,
altitude and
(bottom) oil
pressure,
temperature, and
engine rpms . Above :
Neil Armstrong's son
Mark (at right) has
just presented the
trophy (center)
named for his father
to Chris Galloway,
who also won for
Best Antique and
People's Choice.
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he says. "If you put yourself in the context of the
time, they were testing this new, more powerful,
nimble, cream of the Waco line, and they were
impressed. Its performance endeared the airplane
to them.n When it comes time to test fly the airplanes he restores, Atkins ordinarily makes the first
flight. He found Betsy as sweet-natured as its name
implies. "Some of what the Waco designers did
was genius/ he says. For the first time on the F-2
prototype, for example, they made the ailerons of
aluminum. He was also exasperated by some of the
decisions they made. "W acos are stable airplanes,n
he says, "but they aren't perfect. What surprised
me is that after the first flight, I didn't have to
touch the rigging.n After restorations, 80-year-

In 1928 and again in 1929, a Waco placed first
in the Ford reliability air tour, an annual, national
contest to demonstrate the dependability of
the airplane as a means of travel. Contestants
were judged on speed, useful load, and short
takeoff-and-landing capability. Andy Heins, the
co-president of the National Waco Club, ~d hisfamily own the only remaining one of the.two
airplanes Waco built to win the 1930 tour-a
Wright-powered,straight-wingCRG. "Ifany manufacturer won the contest a third time, it gained
permanent possession of the trophy, n says Heins.
"But in 1930, Ford changed the rules so the only
thing that could win was the Ford Tri-motor. And
that's what happened: The Tri-motor placed first,
our Waco placed second, and the other Waco CRG
placed third." Even hefor.e they aced the Ford air
tours, Heins says, Wacos were status symbols. "If
you owned a Waco Taperwing airplane in 1929,"
he says, "you were something."
In a brochure for its salesmen, the company
instructed them to be respectful of their customers,
noting that if a man-and their customers in the
1930s were almost all men-can afford a Waco, he
is "a man of consequence." As a joke, Heins painted
"a man of consequence" on the side of his Waco
under his name. He hasn't heard the end of that.
Today, Waco ownership is also a sign of having
arrived. It is indelicate to ask pilots what their
airplanes cost, but a Waco restoration, especially
of a rare type, can be a six-figure proposition,
according to Heins and Scott Woods. Once when
I was discussing type clubs with a Piper CJi!!rokee
pilot, he remarked, "All the Waco owners have
much nicer watches.n
Phil Coulson grew up on a small farm in the
1930s, and he loved to look up to see a biplane fly
airspacemag.com

over. When he grew old enough to fly his own, he
says, "I liked to look down on the farmlands and
think about when I was a kid and wonder if there
was anybody down there seeing this old biplane
fly over 'em." He stayed loyal to Wacos because
they were so good "at flying low and slow over

"WHEN THE WACO GOT DONE,"
SAYS RUTHIE COULSON, "NOBODY
ELSE WENT IN THAT FRONT COCKPIT
BUT ME. I LOVED THE WIND."

♦ A Waco always
looks at home on
grass. Note the
aluminum ailerons
on the upper and
lower wings .
"Wacos always had
very pleasing lines,"
says Andy Heins.
"They have
harmony."

the country." He and his wife, Ruthie, flew their
Waco UPF-7 for 20 years and 800 hours. While it
was being restored, the Coulsons flew other small
airplanes. Says Ruthie: "Phil would say, 'Do you
want to go flying?' And I'd say, 'No, take one of
the guys.' But when the Waco got done, nobody
else went in that front cockpit but me. I loved the
openness and the adventure ofit. I loved the wind"

Like flying itself, the art of restoring and operating vintage aircraft is not something learned from
a book or a YouTube video. It's handed down from
one person to another. In 1957, Curly Havelaar
had a friend with a 19 30s Fleet who helped him fly
Betsy from Oklahoma to his home in Texas. When
Phil Coulson restored his first 'Waco, a World
War II C-47 crew chief named Horace Sackett
showed him the ropes. "I always said his brains
and my brawn restored that airplane," he says. "I
learned a lot from that man." Andy Heins learned
from two older brothers who worked as aircraft
mechanics' helpers in high school. Scott Woods
learned from his dad. For Chris Galloway, it was a
childhood friend named Jimmy Rollison, who "was
into antique airplanes." "I didn't know anything
about it, but I thought they were all beautiful," he
says. Rollison, a certified Airframe & Powerplant
mechanic and an airworthiness inspector, has
advised Galloway on a number of restorations.
Galloway stands at the head of a line of pilots
reaching back to 1931. I hope there's a young pilot
somewhere, perhaps one who aspires to be a woman
of consequence, who will one day be smitten by
Betsy and join the line. I hope the Waco QCF-2 has
another fine restoration ahead and comes back,
maybe in._2031, as the Airplane of the Year. C

